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ABSTRACT 

Quran owned text linguistic structure. Deep rich connotation, it is God's speech is characterized by two basic 

features, Miracles and immortality as well as the uniqueness of cohesion and how this cohesion, it introduces the texts of 

overlapping as part of a single sura, It also provides a description overlapping provisions in the framework of multiple 

images This cohesion is due to the links between moods in the relevant text, and the most important is referral text which It 

represents an essential foundation of the pillars of cohesion text and centerpiece essential to determine the structure of the 

text, structural and significance, As well as her job in expanding the cognitive tools for the receiver. This referral tools has 

formed a source which can rich the text research in many ways and an important aspect in determining the significance of 

many of the words and compositions Quran which cannot reach to know the significance of the Quran text in non-referral 

relations of pronouns and references, transportation and other. 

KEYWORDS: Holy Quran, Referral and Metaphysical 

INTRODUCTION 

Referral its meaning in language Is the transformation and change from event to event saheb alain ((It the thing 

turns in the two meanings be a change and be transformed))(1),( Water from the river turned into a river)(2) 

Transformation of something to something, pass on it full referral, referral the water on the solid ground, and referral the 

speech, If marred, As amended from his face, And transport it, impossible, General meaning for referral is: it is change and 

transport the thing another thing (3) and the change : Movement from one position to the position As Allah said (immortal 

in it do not want about it referral) (5). Referral as Idiomatically: The aspect of referral considers of the old terminology, 

Sibawayh mentioned it in the door uprightness from the speech and referral(6) But the expansion of its use in the search 

lingual It considers a new term, and referral is the most important consistency text tools, and linguistic phenomena more 

prevalent in the texts, because its tools considers a link to connect the parts of the text, and referral link is extending 

bridges of communication between distant parts of the text(7) And it works to link text and foremost (and it must all 

natural languages are available on the elements own property referral) for example the pronouns and the names of the 

signal and the names connected, Ancient scientist and narrators have took care of the referral study and state what comes 

for it, and its effect in linking speech, there is almost devoid of the books grammar of talk about the pronouns. Referral 

may be more than one definition, the most important of saying them: It semantic relationship is not subject to restrictions 

grammatical but subject to being semantic, must match the characteristics tag between the referrer element and the element 

referral on it. While the referral (de bo grand) it is (the relationship between the phrases from one way and between the 
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things and the situations in outside the world which refers to phrases) (10) It seems that this definition to the referral 

site. Simon deck believes that the referral is a Deliberative action because it links with a certain continues situation when 

the addressee as envisioned by the speaker during talking (10). This difference was not limited the referral on foreigners 

only, but it is for the Arabic researchers too. Dr. Temam hessan believes that thereferral is : The subsequent element refers 

to the previous item in the context (12) and this means a signal indicative of the signified Through a form of alliance 

example re-male or meaning or or pointing to it and so on while Dr. Mohammed Alshawi has linked between the referral 

and the pronounce element, and its ability in backing the speaker to an existing elements in the reality(13), It seems the 

impact of imaging sensuous in the activity of the referral with its reference elements prominent in the definition of the 

doctor saeed behiri from the way when he expends in its function relational communication by (bridges of 

communication between distant parts of the text space, It meets every one of those parts harmonious elements)(14) 

He has pointed to the important function of the referral, it the continues in saving the component in effective mental 

Webmasters without needing for Permit it again. We can say that the variation in giving referral a clear and certain 

definition, it basically back because it belong for more knowledge field and research direction in contemporary thought or 

avoid (What arises from presenting variation Perspectives to wrong and disorder and ambiguity) (15). However, the 

doctor Ahmed Afifi take down these opinions he could to approximation the meaning of referral and it aspect by saying 

(the referral is meaningful relation between a certain pronounce, and what is refer to it from things, or meaning or 

situations indicates on another phrases in the context, or indicates on site and this pronounce gives its meaning by 

the speaker as the pronoun, reference name and conjunctive name) general summary, we found for costumes term 

referral according to these wide extensions for concept and types to amid fields of knowledge, but we could discern on 

sentence from a general features which agree on more different uses for the concept referral which it means semantic 

linking with vague pronounce formed by the speaker on the receiver, refers to a certain situations or phrases or phrases 

with clear semantic, retrieved text, It is a linguist intended conciseness could achieve the continues in the text. It is worth 

mentioning that this approach does not deviate from the tracks that walked by most researchers in the text that follows the 

current level, Keen not to jump to another level technician, It may deviate from the scope of the topic which represents the 

basic structure in the next topics. 

• Indicative Element: It is each component that does not need to another component in understand it. it may be a 

semantic pronunciation on action or self as the referral of the pronoun (I) on the same self, Then the referral 

element is associated with Indicative element non-linguist as example in the same speaker, or a site in time. 

• Referral Element: It is each component that is a listener needs to understand it to another component in his 

interpretation, thus Referral element are vicious significance, that is mean does not stand alone in terms of 

interpretation, There must be a return to the reported for interpretation and interpretation (18) 

Text Referral: Essay (Internal) 

The text referral highlight the impact on the consistency of the text, because it shows links between moods in the 

same text, and focus on the relationships which are among the tools in the structure of the text and it can be classified 

into two groups referral formats: Referral background formula switch to the previous element of context, and Front 

elements switch to the subsequent context (19), that is mean referral text divided into two branches: 
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The Previous Referral 

It is called referral to return or submitted referral(20), And which the indicative component precedes the referral 

component (it is back to the interpreter already Uttering, being compensation utter interpreter which it was 

supposed to show where he wants the implicit)(21). Indicative element mentioned above Interpreter of the referral 

element vague which come after it such as pronoun and Reference name. 

And so on of the vague elements that is need to interpreter, it described by De Bo grand combined referral which 

the pronoun comes after its back in the surface text. 

Posteriori Referral (Subsequent) 

Here referral element vague references on the indicative element explaining mentioned later in the text (23) 

whether the referral was the word or text. The pronoun of the matter considers the most prominent phenomenon in Arabic 

it reflected the referral posteriori (24) as example Saying God Almighty {Say there is no god but Allah} (25). The pronoun 

references on the word (Allah) and example the sentences and sentences explanatory phrases which explain sentence or 

phrase such as the names of the fence Quran and the first sentences of it but sometimes the first word of it. 

TOOLS OF REFERRAL 

The Pronouns 

Rigid building name, it cannot be duel or combined, it does have sign of two persons or the sign of combined, but 

it indicates the singular or duel or masculine plural or feminine and reflects the feature of the pronoun and its significance 

because it does not indicate named as name but it works set a nominee, and it does not indicate on described by the 

event nor on the event and the (27). Since the pronoun set a nominee the employment comes - Widely - replace the 

apparent name as long as the confusion safe that's what makes it a means of linguistic economy (And alternative to re-

male in use, and for the lightness and the shortcut but if the pronoun links it may be add Limiting to the lightness 

and shortcut). The pronouns divided into existentialism grammar (I, you, we, he, and they etc) and possession pronoun 

example (your book, her book, his book …..etc) (29) whither the pronouns was existentialism or possession, the 

pronouns on the speaker or the addressee, referral on a thing out the text, Perhaps the justification that their being present 

in primarily conversational, as well as in the speaking of the receiver messenger, when the pronoun uses (you ) it 

references characters outside of the text, and Not be the case of an internal Be consistent just in its speech Representative, 

it will Second pronouns attendance, So it does not support by the writers on it in the process of the text, and it is called 

(Roles of the speaking) by Halliday and ruqia Hassan (30).  

While about the pronouns which references inside the text and includes Backbiting pronouns singular and 

Deuteronomy and plural (he, she, they) and it called another roles by Halliday and Ruqia Hassan and its Function by 

linking the parts of text, and collect it and connect between its segments, As well as the reference interest to remove the 

confusion and clarify the semantics, and links subsequent to previous. So it wills interpretation is always an article, 

because that called the essay referral unlike the other one-outside the text- which called referral site. It is contributed in the 

text and links all parts each other. (31) The text of Quran is founded on it referral pronouns, mentioned it in saying of Allah 

((Satan whispered to them to show them what Lori them and said take care your gods this tree only to become 

angels or immortal). The text has mentioned that the weaving pronouns is presented and the indicative prominent in the 
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intensive structure with horizontal dimensions and gradation pyramidal in his saying (O Adam live you and your wife in 

Paradise), this theory considers as the kernel of the text, and develop from it and embranchment associated with the text 

events by way of referral pronouns intense in the text which judges the links between Characters and events Though it, was 

the opposite and contradictory, and it has added conciseness feature to the text with its significance and breadth. Structural 

arrangement noticed that the pronoun links by form layout with element text which formed by it Structural units 

sympathetic so it use will come on this style, with refers to the evoke the image of absentees, evoke a text and Judy, until 

the receiver becomes able on backing it to its region, which mentioned and locates the type of the common pronoun and 

the dominant in the speech. it Existential pronouns on the absent (they) which return to Adam and his wife, the letter A of 

the absent pronoun (they) in (for their, about them, Cautious them, your gods, etc……) the base of this linking and on the 

previous referral shape and existential, it can Realize it from the situation of the context that indicate on the text, and guide 

its Significant by conformity with the Reference Indicative on the structure of the text. And noticed that the diversity of the 

pronouns shows us the mutual influence between them in the text and links its parts each ether without repulsion between 

its parts, the pronoun came absent connected with verbs, and formed independent sentences and expressive form in achieve 

in formed units minor harmony in the text, as well as connected with nouns (your gods ) and with Preposition (to, for ) all 

these consider as referral text able to organizing given semantic in the brain of the receiver and addressee, and image over 

the adventure Losers, but the deceive done and the devil has deceive them of obedience to God, to disobey Him, so he has 

down them to lower level (24), as the god say (And he said to him that he thought he survivor of them, remember me 

when the Lord has forgotten the devil his lord he stayed yet a few years in prison).  

Tabtabai reveals in his blog explanatory that the two pronouns returns to (which) mean that the devil has forgot 

his survivor mate that remain his god or at his god, while return the two pronouns to Yusif to make benefit that the devil 

has make Yusif forgot his god so he attached to the tail of the prisoner as mentioned some of them, what is disagree with 

the text of the book, so the god has consider him from sincere, and mentioned that the sincere, devil has not a way to reach 

to them, In addition to what God has praised him in this surah (36) the pronoun return to (which) ruled out the return of 

pronoun to Yusif, it is pervious referral text, and destroy ( return to it) in the structure linguistic for the pronounced and as 

another example is the sura (As we said to the angels prostrate to Adam, but they worshiped the devil was Goblin he 

Debauches about ordered lord, he took not him and his offspring of parents Denis They are your enemy evil wrong-

doers instead) so his saying (allowance) discrimination interpreter for name (misery) which removed for the purpose of 

Dispensing discrimination, and libel is removed, the appreciation has referred to it. allowance and compensation for 

obedience to God, Obedience to the devil and his descendants is judgment to him with Bad thinking and determination, so 

the pronoun has referred on later component, discrimination has interpreted (The sense of speech at Intellectuals Such as 

its operative) if it has value presented in founding the linking text between the units of the text, due to its ability that is 

will activity element in continues the Verbal communication, and we can recognized two features of the pronoun (He) 

((first: the absent from the circle of the address. second; The ability to assign certain things. and these two features 

made the pronoun as a topic on very big important in the study of cohesion of texts)(46) shape, component and 

linking bridge for the names, phrases, actions inside the text. 

 This dimensionality referral appeared in Allah saying (Say revealed to me that a group of goblins listened and 

they said we heard the Quran wondrous) the pronoun here has come before the Reference that referred to it. The connected 

pronoun (H) in (He) advanced referral on Interpreter sentence. (A group of goblins listened) so the reference of the 
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pronoun transferred from the referral on the visible noun to Nickname about the component o the sentence. and the intent 

to the pronoun here to be noticed and a desire to expand and would magnification or the attention of the listener to be 

attentive and lurked to what show the pronoun and discover the vague, because the thing if it be vague so the selves will 

looking for understand it and interest to it. (43) So the structure of the referral for the pronoun has feature of ambiguous 

then interpretation mentioned in the next sentences. To make the subject aggrandizement and Magnification and that 

increased attention by News inspired it. By Previous data It shows us that the pronouns has especial function in linguistic, 

and it is found in the use of linguistic, and this function for it important, it needs survival of pronouns in linguistic. So the 

absent pronouns has clear effect in cohesion of the text and internal consistency, whereas the speaker pronouns and 

addressee pronouns, it is linked what is out of the text. 

Demonstrative 

it is the second tool of the linking tools and it mean what is refer to it (45) and Sibawayh has called it vague 

pronouns (46) and this vague made Ibn Hosham considered it one of the linking sentences (47). Because any vague in 

segment of the sentence made the speaker seeks explained it until the speech be clear, and it is the intend from creation of 

speech which leads to the process of connected between the messenger and receiver. The use of demonstrative referred to 

shorthand feature raise the repetition and ensure ease of expression(48) it is the major center in creation the structure of the 

addressee by its grammar effect and its reference function, and the messenger invests these features in the speech which 

happened between the messenger and the addressee, When it is praising overtake the one sentence, and its benefit becomes 

to referral to the ancient information which is pronounced it by someone and becomes a part of the common information. 

The pronouns deals closely related between the parts of the text to make its unit and its cohesion, and if it be(( the 

pronouns selected sharing characters in communication or absence of it, the demonstrative selected its position in 

place and time inside indicative, it is not like it do not understand unless linked as indicated it))(50) and there is many 

abilities to category demonstrative the writers has put it, and in firs this table (Halliday and Ruqia hassan) while for 

circumstance in the time (now, tomorrow, …) the place (there, here) Selection (that, their) dimension (this, that) closeness 

(this, that) and this nouns link Pre and post, as mean it is linked extended referral called by (Halliday and Ruqia hassan) 

means the ability of the referral to all sentences or consecutive of the sentences (51) as more examples in the text of the 

Quran, one of the referral text saying of Allah ((Those who died by angels Injustice themselves they said where have 

been they said we were weakest in the earth, they said God's land was wide those abode is hell and worsened 

fate))(52) Made reference nominal inter name (those abode is hell and worsened fate) (53) and it has led its function 

linking referral transfers the meaning what preceded to what meaning inflicted because it return on previous detail, the 

influence of the demonstrative to performed reference role by describe it as element referral on what has mentioned, it 

saying of Allah (Those who died by angels Injustice themselves).  

Mean: they Injustice themselves by symptoms of the religion of God and leave perform their rituals on the one 

hand the country to fall into the trap and to mediate between the unbelievers and failure to immigration God has the right to 

rule them after revenue accountability in his saying (those abode is hell and worsened fate) (56). It seems that the intend 

and benefit from the demonstrative (their) evoke all past events until judge it, to referred on text clips by summary 

pronounced to get reorganization news and connectivity between the previous and subsequent from coupling referral 

indicative to other structural links, what has increased the strength of attachment and harmony, he managed to narrow the 
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gap between them And short the distance through the verbal shorthand. And may be the reference to component 

subsequent as the saying of Allah (They said what this messenger eats the food and walks in the markets for not 

revealed to him the king of him shall be the harbinger) (57) the demonstrative (that) has referred to a near Sensual 

lectured element reference in the brain he is the messenger It may employ of the demonstrative come to put self by the 

way of the watching, so the pronunciation of the messenger considers as evidence on the referral element outside of the 

text and he is (Mohammed) and from this we can see the important of the demonstrative in linking the text, because it 

select the role of sharing inside the reference, because it is one of the vague pronunciation which needs to explain it s 

vague in the text ((So the purpose of the vague ….. Events occurred in the selves …. Because the self’s eager, if it 

heard the vague, to science intended from it)) (58).  

Adding to the strength of attachment and harmony the demonstrative with cynical question and stab them in the 

Prophecy of the Prophet, because the massage and Prophecy do not attract but keep away with eat the food and walk in the 

market to get retirement, it is absent connect does not combined with material possessions, and the reason for that to the 

weakness of their views on the Spies. And the messengers has features to what about everyone else not for physical things, 

but by the spirits things (59). 

Relative Pronouns 

Utter vague significance links the sentence that occurred after it with the noun before it to remove this vague (60) 

and we could not consider it from the understandable speech but should connect with after it.(61) and this connect known 

as Knowledge to the relative, because (the definition of the relative pronouns it is knowledge referred by it to the 

undertaker between the speaker and the addressee with its link component, the meaning of I found him from his 

hit, if (from) was relative, I found the undertaker person was being hit) and the connecters referred on more than a 

single and, compensate previous lexical units for it so it prevents its repetition by pronounced it and save on its continues 

in the text and combined for cohesion of parts of the text the previous for the sequent. And we could divided the connecters 

according the science of grammar for sentences (Connecters private or craft) and Includes (which and it branches) and 

(the general connecters, mean the nominal) which does not lead to cohesion of the text, For non-compliance for the idea 

of the compliance and identical, and it comes with one word for all the creatures (from, what …etc). and the connecters 

lead to function text contribute to the consistency of the text, and tool which links the parts of the sentences each other, or 

between the different sentences, as well as links between the text with its context which told for it (64) and if it is saved to 

its lack to linkage and return the pronoun in the linkage on it, and the relative referral in the holy Quran take from it the 

following, as example, so in saying of Allah { Those who believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve 

fight in the way Juggernaut so they fight custodians of the devil so The devil was weak} referral tribal manifested in 

the text of Quran by the relative pronouns (those) controlled by the nature of the situation speech as several sura, so it 

could not open the code the text unless return to the previous in the series of the speech context and reach to the first phrase 

in his saying (those who believe take care so alienate as single or all ) so it the first nucleus and the main support which 

developed the text from it and branch and added the news of the eloquence to it, so the text speak about the most difficult 

acts of obedience and great aspect and most difficult of the costs which get strengthen the faith by it and it died for the sake 

of God.  

We found that referral for the relative pronouns has exceed the limit of the single sentence, which is mean from 
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the nearer referral to the middle referral (because in the relative there is power of link between the sentences and the 

context on more than one sentence) and this structural linking formed, and basically the referral for extend the text, so 

the return pronoun (and for the plural ) on the relative pronouns (which) it contributes to links between the sentences, As 

well as the effect of the relative pronouns noticed in the understanding linking from meeting the two groups of the 

believers and disbelievers { Those who believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in the way 

Juggernaut}(69) which given the text deeper and expended in the references, and contributes in formed text without 

cracking and dispersion and verbal expressions. It may be the referral to relative, When reference is intended description 

with feature that referred on praise it or vilify (70) in his saying { And he said to him that he thought he survivor of 

them…………} we noticed that the relative (which) it has referred on linguistic element related text, And it is adjectival 

and compensated for pronouns in (it is), the Implicit has come before reference that referred for it by described it as linking 

from the linking characters and the events, so the speech is limited, Do not go out to others, limit with the place and time 

and it does not include another time, so the attachment is clear between the vague and interpreter for controlled text and the 

continuity of the speech process of communication. 

Comparison Tools 

Comparative vocabulary has feature that is referral expressions and independent by itself ((it considers 

structural linguistic about high value for the inventive, to submit his vision and formed it based on two worlds made 

by him, and submit for the addressers way from the language of overdraft meaning)) (73) and function thins with 

ability to comparative and comparison, it is what qualifies to be a instrument from Consistency instruments, it does not 

different from the pronouns and the relative pronouns because it was text, it may be work with the same principles with the 

other referral elements and the writers has category the tools of the compression to two category. 

1-general: it is branched congruence, similarity and difference. 2 -private: it branched to amount and how. And 

the compression its door is wide and it mood with referrals, it will enter the structural of the referral all of it which requires 

two element to the limit of the referral, it does not achieve unless there were enough numbers of elements and So referral 

accommodates most of the requirements of reference and analysis (75) so the research focus on endoscopy to it without 

implementation - in this research. As a summary : the referral text represented as main Foundation from the foundation of 

the consistency, substantial hub to stand on the structure of the text composition and reference, as well as its function in 

expand the cognitive tools for the addressee. and this means that the pronounced has done his understand to the addressee, 

when completion his linking referral, and this linking different from its extent and scope, some of it stands to the limit of 

the sentence. and the others excess the single sentence, to totalitarian logic on multiplicity of fields of knowledge which 

embraces text issues, and it links between linking elements and occasional from the way of characterization grammar, but 

the once was linked to what is comfort in terms of significance and meaning(76) and this what shown in the component of 

the research. 

CONCLUSIONS 

• The referral text represented as main Foundation from the foundation of the consistency substantial hub to stand 

on the structure of the text composition and reference, as well as its function in expand the cognitive tools for the 

addressee. Catchment of the appropriate mechanisms of cognitive in description the Quran text and state its 
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reference.  

• The research proves that the referral text not just linguistic phenomenon, or formal link between phrases and 

sentences, but it’s very important reference phenomenon from The phenomena the mechanics texts, and briefing 

survey tool, achieve activity between the parts of the text.  

• The research observes a lot of the tribal and Dimensionality referral by many instruments, so it formed this 

referral instruments one of the rich source which could added to the research text in many ways and important 

side in select a lot of reference from the pronunciation and Structures Quran which could not reach to know its 

reference in the Quran text without its relation referral example the pronouns, references, linking and others. 
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